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The academic science has been

preserved in the Republic of Belarus

since the Soviet period and has

received its further development.

There are 60 large research

institutions working nowadays.

The priority areas in the

development of Belarus are

Biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and

medicine.

It is planned to become one of the

leading states in the development of

biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and

medicine within the next ten years.

The attraction factors 

of the Republic of Belarus« ЕЛ ИОГРАД»



The medical industry and agriculture are

developing in the Republic of Belarus at an

intensive rate (7% of the world market for dairy

foods production belongs to Belarus).

Belarusian enterprises and holdings have

created wide dealership networks and

successfully develop international business

networking on all continents.

Belarusian pharmaceutical enterprises are

widely known all over the world:

"Belmedpreparaty" carries out the deliveries to 25

countries of Europe and Asia; "Akademfarm" – to

12 states, "BelAseptika" – to South Korea, Spain,

Russia, etc .; "Borisov Plant of Medicines" - to 38

countries worldwide; "Unitechprom" - to 17

countries.
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INDUSTRIAL POTENTIAL



Nowadays great attention in the Republic of Belarus is devoted to the training of

highly qualified academic researchers, based both on own and foreign experience. More

than 10 scientific schools have been established in Belarus, their authority is

acknowledged worldwide.

1838 specialists with high education in the field of biotechnology, pharmaceutics and

medicine have been graduated within the period from 2011 till 2016.

TNewest pharmaceutical chemicals: Photolan; Clarithromycin; Linezolid,

Fludarabel, and others have received the worldwide recognition.
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The Republic of Belarus is

geographically located in the

intersection center of the

transportation routes of Europe and

Asia.

Belarus is a member of Eurasian

Economic Community with access to

the common market of Russia,

Kazakhstan and other countries of

integration.

BelBiograd is a territorial unit of the

Republic of Belarus with high export

potential.



Scientific and technological park 

BELBIOGRAD

BelBiograd is the platform for cooperation between Belarusian and foreign

financial and scientific and technological companies in the field of biotechnology,

pharmaceutics, medicine and nanotechnology.

BelBiograd is a special economic zone with specific tax regulation for the 15

years’ period.

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR BUSINESS ACTIVITIES IN BELBIOGRAD:

- The territory of BelBiograd is located in Minsk, in the industrial zone next to

Hi-Tech Park;

- Territory: 55 hectares of developed area with extended infrastructure and

logistics;

- High-tech enterprises, scientific institutes, centers and laboratories of

international renown are operating in the park boundary, they have own

experimental facilities with all modern equipment necessary for

research.



ВИТЕБСК
ГРОДНО

ГОМЕЛЬ

МОГИЛЕВБРЕСТ

BelBiograd has exterritoriality, it allows for companies and corporations to

implement investment projects from around the world, realizing the benefits of the park

preferential regime.

EUROPE

ASIA

AMERICA

Australia

RUSSIA

Scientific and technological park BELBIOGRAD



Preferential treatment for residents of BELBIOGRAD

Residents of BelBiograd will be exempted from:

- VAT when purchasing and importing the goods to the territory of the Republic of Belarus

for construction purposes;

- Import duties;

- Income tax in respect of income received from realization of goods of own production;

- Real estate tax on capital structures (buildings, constructions) within 5 years;

- Payment of state duties for issuing of the permits to engage in the Republic of Belarus

foreign labor;

- Compensation payments of the cost of the removed plants (flora objects);

- Land tax or rent for land plots;

«



Preferential treatment for the subjects  infrastructure of 

BELBIOGRAD

Subjects infrastructure of BelBiograd will be exempted from:

- Income tax in respect of income received from realization of goods of own

production;

- Real estate tax on capital structures (buildings, constructions) within 5 years;

- Land tax or rent for land plots;

«



Incubator of BELBIOGRAD«

Search and selection of start-up and investment projects in the field of

biotechnology, pharmaceutics and medicine;

Providing financial support to the participants of BelBiograd

Incubator;

Granting of the property for free use (permanent structures, buildings,

isolated premises, etc.) of BelBiograd Incubator;

Reduction factor used in calculating of the rent rate.



«БЕЛБИОГРАД»

Scientific and technological park BELBIOGRAD

The production of BelBiograd entities and residents will have access to

a wide dealer network of Belarusian enterprises on the vast market of

Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Central Asian countries.

The Republic of Belarus harmonizes the legislation in accordance with the latest

international standards in the fields of production, science and services.



The National Academy of Sciences of Belarus

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Republican unitary enterprise

Scientific and technological park "BelBiograd"

The National Academy of Sciences of Belarus

220072, Republic of Belarus, Minsk, ul. Academica V.F. Kuprevicha, 10-3-2 

Director: Mikitsky Yuri

Mob .: + 375 (029) 1512000;

E-mail: mikitski@mail.ru

Мы рады сотрудничать с Вами!
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